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1 Introduction
Minogue & Associates has been commissioned by Limerick City and County Council to undertake a Screening
Statement in support of an Appropriate Assessment (AA), under Article 6 of the EU Habitats Directive, of the
proposed ‘Mount Saint Oliver Graveyard Wall’ development in the Mount St. Oliver Cemetery, Limerick City.

1.1 Approach to Habitats Directive Screening for Appropriate Assessment
This Screening Report for Appropriate Assessment forms Stage 1 of the Habitats Directive Assessment process
and is being undertaken in order to comply with the requirements of the Habitats Directive Article 6(3). The
function of this Screening Report is to determine if it can or cannot be excluded, on the basis of objective
information, that the project, individually or in combination with other plans or projects, will have a significant
effect on a European Site. This Screening Report has been prepared to provide information to the competent
authority to assist them in their determination as to whether a Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment is required for the
project.

1.2 Legislative Context
This Screening Report for Appropriate Assessment is being prepared in order to enable the competent authority
to comply with Article 6(3) of Council Directive 92/43/EEC (The Habitats Directive). It is prepared to assess
whether or not the project alone or in combination with other plans and projects is likely to have a significant
effect on any European Site in view of best scientific knowledge and in view of the conservation objectives of the
European Sites and specifically on the habitats and species for which the sites have been designated.

1.2.1 Requirement for an Assessment under Article 6 of the Habitats Directive
According to Regulation 42(1) of the European Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011 –
2015, the competent Authority has a duty to:
•

Determine whether the proposed Project is directly connected to or necessary for the
management of one of more European Sites; and, if not,

•

Determine if the Project, either individually or in combination with other plans or projects, would
be likely to have a significant effect on the European Site(s) in view of best scientific knowledge
and the Conservation Objectives of the site(s).

This Report contains a Screening for Appropriate Assessment and is intended to assess and address all issues
regarding the construction and operation of the Project and to inform and allow the competent authority to
comply with the Habitats Directive. Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive defines the requirements for assessment
of projects and plans for which likely significant effects on European Sites may arise. The European Communities
(Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations, 2011 – 2015 (the Habitats Regulations) transpose into Irish law Directive
2009/147/EC (the Birds Directive) and Council Directive 92/43/EEC (the Habitats Directive) lists habitats and
species that are of international importance for conservation and require protection. The Habitats legislation
requires competent authorities, to carry out a Screening for Appropriate Assessment of plans and projects that,
alone or in combination with other plans or projects, would be likely to have significant effects on European Sites
in view of best scientific knowledge and the Site’s conservation objectives. This requirement is transposed into
Irish Law by Part 5 of the Habitats Regulations and Part XAB of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as
amended).
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1.3 Stage 1 Screening Method
The function of this report is to identify whether the project will have a likely significant effect on European Sites.
In this context “likely” means a risk or possibility of effects occurring that cannot be ruled out based on objective
information and “significant” means an effect that would undermine the conservation objectives of the European
sites, either alone or in-combination with other plans and projects (Office of the Planning Regulator (OPR), 2021) .
The function of the Screening exercise is to identify whether or not the proposal will have the potential to result
in likely significant effect on European Sites. In this context “likely” refers to the presence of doubt with regard to
the absence of significant effects (ECJ case C-127/02) and “significant” means not trivial or inconsequential but an
effect that has the potential to undermine the site’s conservation objectives (English Nature, 1999; ECJ case C127/02 &). In other words, any effect that compromises the conservation status of a European Sites and
interferes with achieving its conservation objectives would constitute a significant effect.
The nature of the likely interactions between the Plan and the Conservation Objectives of European Sites will
depend upon the:
•

the ecological characteristics of the species or habitat, including their structure, function,
conservation status and sensitivity to change; and/or

•

the character, magnitude, duration, consequences and probability of the impacts arising from
land use activities associated with the plan, in combination with other plans and projects.

The European Commission Guidelines (2001) outline the stages involved in undertaking a Screening assessment
of a plan or project that has the potential to have likely significant effects on European Sites. The methodology
adopted for the Screening of the Plan is informed by these guidelines and was undertaken in the following stages:
•

A brief description of the Plan is provided and determine whether it is necessary for the
conservation management of European Sites;

•

Identification of European Sites occurring within the zone of influence of the Plan;

•

Identification of potential likely significant effects to European Sites; and

Identification of other plans or projects that, in combination with the Plan, have the potential to affect European
Sites.

1.4 Project Description
This planning application is for the development of the ‘boundary wall at the Mount Saint Oliver Cemetery’ in
Limerick City.
This project relates to the provision of a new boundary wall and associated site development works including soft
landscaping (planting & trees) to the North-eastern boundary of Mount Saint Oliver Cemetery along Kilmallock
road. The proposed wall will be circa 3.175-3.625m high (height will vary to correspond to known site levels) and
circa 271.3m in length. Recent aerial photography and the known site history indicate that the area where the
proposed boundary wall will be located has been a hedgerow for many years. The existing hedgerow will be
removed, the new boundary wall constructed, and remedial works carried out between the existing footpath to
Kilmallock road the newly constructed wall. The wall has been set back from the existing footpath to allow for
future expansion of the existing road width to accommodate potential future cycle lanes etc. to be installed. The
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site is bounded to the northeast by the Kilmallock road and thereafter a residential housing estate, to the
southwest by Mount Saint Oliver Cemetery (extension), to the Northwest by the Further Education & Training
Centre - Kilmallock Road Campus and to the Southeast by agricultural lands. The overall site measures 0.512
hectares (1.265 acres) and has a sloping gradient ranging from approximately +26.220m in the Northwest corner
to +30.425m in the Southeast corner.

Figure 1.1 shows the aerial map of the proposed development site.
FIGURE 1-1 SITE LOCATION AND BOUNDARY

1.5 Site Description
The proposed development is situated on the Mount Saint Oliver Cemetery along the Kilmallock road in Limerick
City. The overall footprint of the development site is approximately 0.40 hectares. Figure 1-2 shows the site
location in relation to the surrounding main streets.
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FIGURE 1-2 MAIN STREETS IN THE SURROUNDING OF THE SITE

The habitats on the site were identified and classified in line with the Guide to Habitat in Ireland (2000) as follows.
•
•
•

GS2- Dry meadows and grassy verges
BL1- Stone walls and other stonework
WL-1 Hedgerows (Linear Woodland/Scrub)

1.6 Evaluation
The habitats occurring under the footprint of the project are dominated by dry meadows, grassy verges and stone
works and have little ecological value. However, the proposed development includes the removal of the existing
hedgerows towards the Killmalock road which could be ecologically important as a habitat for nesting birds. Given
the urban nature of the development lands, the opportunity for large mammal use is not identified as high. A
review of Biodiversity Ireland records shows no occurrence of any protected bird species. There are records of
occurrence of the invasive species of Winter Heliotrope (Petasites fragrans), some vascular plants, 7-spot
Ladybird (Coccinella septempunctata) and Orange-tip Butterfly (Anthocharis cardamines).
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2 European Site Baseline
2.1 Identification of European Sites
Current guidance on undertaking EU Habitats Directive Article 6 Assessments advises that all European Sites
occurring within a 15km radius of a project site should be included within a Screening Assessment (Scott Wilson
et al., 2006; DOEHLG, 2010).
Other designated conservation areas occurring outside of this 15km buffer distance are not included as part of
this Screening exercise as no pathways link these sites to the proposed development and as such, they are not
considered to occur within the sphere of influence of the proposed development. Seven European Sites occur
within the surrounding 15km radius of the site. These sites are listed in Table 2.1 below and shown in Figures 2.1 2.2.
TABLE 2-1 EUROPEAN SITES WITHIN 15KM OF THE PROJECT SITE
Site Type Site Code Site Name

Approximate Distance (km)

SAC

002165

Lower River Shannon SAC

02.45

SAC

001013

Glenomra Wood SAC

11.84

SAC

000439

Tory Hill SAC

12.51

SAC

001432

Glenstal Wood SAC

13.91

SAC

000930

Clare Glen SAC

14.00

SPA

004077

River Shannon and River Fergus Estuaries SPA 03.12

SPA

004165

Slievefelim to Silvermines Mountains SPA
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FIGURE 2-1 SPECIAL AREAS OF CONSERVATION WITHIN 15KM FROM THE SITE
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FIGURE 2-2 SPECIAL PROTECTION AREAS WITHIN 15KM FROM THE SITE

2.2 Identification of European Sites within the Sphere of Influence of the
Project
Established guidelines (referred to above) state that for projects the distance at which European Sites could occur
within the sphere of influence of a project can be much less than 15km. The extent of a project’s sphere of
influence depends upon the nature of the project, the approach to the project; and the potential for impact
pathways to link the project to European Sites. A source-pathway-receptor model has been used to establish
which European Sites could occur within the sphere of influence of potential impacts. Under such a model the
project, as described above, represents the source. Potential impact pathways are restricted to hydrological and
aerial pathways (demolition activities associated with the proposed development) as these represent the principal
emissions generated by activities at the project site.
The receptors represent European Sites and their associated qualifying features of interest. European Sites and
their associated qualifying features are likely to occur in the zone of influence of the project only where the above
pathways establish a link between the study area and European Sites or where the project site is likely to play an
important role in supporting populations of mobile species that are listed as special conservation
interests/qualifying species for surrounding European Sites.
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Consequently, it is considered that due to the nature of the project and the approach to the project, there is no
influence on the closest Lower River Shannon SAC and River Shannon and River Fergus Estuaries SPA. With regard
to potential impacts, the works and development are so minor there are no other potential pathways or risk of
significant effects.
All other European Sites are located at a remote distance from the project and are not linked to the project via
potential impact pathways. Furthermore, due to the distance between these European Sites and the project there
will be no potential for the project to result in disturbance to any of the qualifying features of interest associated
with these European Sites.

2.3 Identification of potential impacts to Natura 2000 sites and assessment of
significance.
Most of the qualifying features of the Lower River Shannon SAC are wetland and freshwater habitat dependent
and the project site does not correspond to these features. The River Shannon and Fergus Estuaries SPA
qualifying features relate primarily to migratory waterbirds, and wetland and waterbirds –again these supporting
habitats are not located at the project site. However, a more detailed commentary is provided below in Table 3
Screening Assessment.
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3 Assessment of potential effects in combination with other
projects.
Table 3.1 provides a Screening exercise, in line with the EC 2001 Guidelines Assessment Criteria, to examine the
potential for the project to adversely impact the conservation status of European Sites. The Screening outlined in
Table 3 has been informed by the relationship between the project and European Site as outlined in Section 2
above as well as the project description. A conclusion of this Screening exercise is provided in the table below.
TABLE 3-1 SCREENING ASSESSMENT
Assessment Criteria
Describe any likely direct, indirect or secondary impacts of the project (either alone or in combination with other
plans or projects) on the qualifying features of the Lower River Shannon SAC occurring within the sphere of
influence of the project by virtue of
Size and Scale

The footprint of the project is 0.512ha of existing dry meadows, grassy verges and stonework.
The project will largely use the existing site footprint with some additional built features to the
rear of the site that will be built upon existing hard surfaces.

Land-take

The project will not involve any land take from Annex 1 Habitats listed as Qualifying Features of
interest for the Lower River Shannon SAC.

Distance from
European Sites
or key features
of the site

The site is located approximately 2.6km from the Lower River Shannon SAC.

Resource
requirements

No resources associated with the Lower River Shannon SAC (e.g. water or mud/sand for
abstraction etc.) will be required for or utilized by the project.

Emissions

There are no significant emissions related to the project in terms of noise, vibration, dust and
construction traffic.

Excavation
requirements

The project will not involve any excavations from European Sites.

Transportation
requirements

The project will not result in changes to baseline traffic conditions that could result in likely
significant effects to qualifying habitats and species.

Duration of the
project

The duration of works is planned for 10 weeks.

Other

See Below

The design life of the wall should be minimum 60 years.
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Describe any likely changes to the European site arising as a result of:
Reduction of the
habitat area

The project will not result in a reduction in the area of any Annex 1 qualifying habitats of the
Lower River Shannon SAC or wetland habitats listed in the SPA occurring within the 15km of
the project.

Disturbance of
key species

As noted above the project will not have the potential to result in disturbance to species of
conservation concern (i.e., otters) due to the proposed nature of the project, distance from
sites and the proposed development activity taking place in an urban area.

Habitat or
species
fragmentation

The project will not result in the fragmentation of habitats at any European Sites due to the
scale of the project and the distance from the European sites. The project relates to works on
existing dry meadows and grassy verges and stone works within the proposed area. The
development would include the removal of locally existing hedgerows followed by the
construction of a new wall.

Reduction in
species density

As the project will not have the potential to result in the deterioration in water resources or
the disturbance of species of conservation concern it will not have the potential to result in a
reduction in densities of these species.

Changes in key
indicators of
conservation
status

For reasons outlined in the sections above the project will not have the potential to result in
changes to these key indicators of the conservation status of Annex 1 habitats and Annex 2
species.

Climate change

No significant change is identified as the project relates to existing dry meadows and grassy
verges and stone works, with the removal of old hedgerows and construction of a new
boundary wall and associated site development works including soft landscaping (planting &
trees)

Describe any likely impacts on the European Site as a whole in terms of:
Interference with
key relationships
that define the
structure and
function of the
site

For reasons outlined in the sections above the project will not have the potential to interfere
with the key relationships that define the structure and function of the closest SAC (Lower
River Shannon) or SPA (River Shannon and River Fergus).

In-Combination
Effects

There is one construction project within the Kilmallock road going through the planning
process or are under construction currently, which is as follows:
Planning Reference
20106 (2020)
24 Butterfield Avenue,
Old Cork Road,
Limerick

Outline of development
Construction of a single storey extension
to the side of dwelling and ancillary works
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The project however will not have the potential to combine with other land use activities to
result in likely significant effects to qualifying habitats or species of the European sites.
Describe from the above the elements of the project or plan or combination of elements, where the above
impacts are likely to be significant or where the scale of magnitude of impacts is not known.
It is predicted that the scale of the works as proposed, subject to agreement with planning conditions of Limerick
City and County Council will ensure that the project will have no adverse effect on the integrity of the Lower River
Shannon SAC or River Shannon and Fergus Estuaries SPA or any other SACs and SPAs.
As such it is concluded that there will be no potential for significant effects on European Sites and the requirement
to undertake a Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment of the project can be screened out.

4 Conclusion
The proposed development is not likely to have any impact on Natura 2000 sites. As such it is concluded that
there will be no potential for significant effects on European Sites and the requirement to undertake a Stage 2
Appropriate Assessment of the project can be screened out.
During the examination of the project, it was found that 7 European Sites occur within a 15km radius of the
project site. The nearest European Sites (the River Shannon SAC and River Shannon and Fergus Estuary SPA) to
the project site are located approximately 2.45km and 3.12km respectively to the northwest. Of the 7 European
Sites occurring within a 15km radius of the project site, no pathways were identified connecting to any of these to
the project site and these European Sites were screened out from further consideration at an early stage of this
screening exercise.
In light of the findings of this report, it is the considered view of the authors of this Screening Report for
Appropriate Assessment that it can be concluded by Limerick City and County Council that the project is not likely,
alone or in-combination with other plans or projects, to have a significant effect on any European Sites in view of
their Conservation Objectives and on the basis of best scientific evidence and there is no reasonable scientific
doubt as to that conclusion.
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